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E ( w) and, for small absorption, the corrections 
connected with the medium, will be anomalously 
large. 

In the experimental study of radiative correc
tions, it must be kept in mind that the accidental 
coincidence of Wm with a zero of the real part 
of E ( w) can substantially distort the results for 
small scattering angles. 

With diminishing momentum transfer ~. i.e., 
with decreasing angle of scattering, the ratio 
( da- davac )/da0 decreases to zero, from which 
it follows that corrections of large magnitude 
coming from the medium can be expected only at 
certain scattering angles. 

Thus, in the experimental measurement of the 
cross section for Compton scattering at small an
gles, it is necessary to take into account the pos
sibility of a significant change in the differential 
cross section as a result of the influence of the 
medium. 

In conclusion, I would like to use this opportu
nity to express deep gratitude to E. L. Feinberg 
for suggesting this problem and constant interest 
in this work, and M. L. Ter-Mikaelian for valuable 
discussion. 
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The temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity and the coefficient of absorption of 
sound in ferromagnetic dielectrics is determined. It is shown that spin waves play the prin
cipal role in these processes at low temperatures. 

l, As is well known, the kinetic properties of or- certain the role of the spin waves in thermal con-
dinary dielectrics are determined by the phonon duction and sound absorption in these substances. 
spectrum. In ferromagnetic dielectrics the ele- We will show that at low temperatures the ther-
mentary excitations consist of spin waves in addi- mal conductivity in an unbounded ferromagnetic 
tion to phonons. It is therefore of interest to as- dielectric which contains no impurities is deter-
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mined principally by the interactions of spin waves 
with each other and with phonons. If the Curie tem
perature ®0 is lower than the Debye temperature 
®, the temperature dependence of the thermal con
ductivity is determined not by the exponential fac
tor exp ( ®I 2 T ) , as in ordinary dielectrics, 1 but 
by the factor exp(®0 14T). 

The dissipation function of a ferromagnetic 
dielectric at low temperatures in the presence of 
a sound field is also determined by the interaction 
of spin waves with each other, and turns out not to 
depend on the temperature, while in ordinary di
electrics it is inversely proportional to the tem
perature. 

2. The principal elementary interaction proc
esses in a system of spin waves and phonons, which 
we shall take into account here, are the conversion 
of two phonons into one phonon, the conversion 
of two spin waves into one spin wave, the scattering 
of a spin wave by a phonon, and the conversion of 
two spin waves into one phonon. The respective 
probabilities of these processes are as follows: 2 • 

Wf, -!'. -!"=((~ali I p) ff'f", (1) 

(2) 

2TIEl~aa 1L k f) . (k f2 fk2) 12 W1 k -k' =-8--1 j2(kf)(et, + +et + , 
' ' p (3) 

Wt k' -k = 41t3w2 _!!:__ J_f I r-ej + 2ket sin2&e-2cpi 
.- • Ela p 

(4) 

where f and k are the wave vectors of phonons 
and spin waves in different states: a is the lattice 
constant; p is the density of the substance; w = 
{32 I a 3 is the magnetic interaction energy of the two 
spins of neighboring atoms ( {3 is the Bohr mag
neton); ef is the polarization vector of phonon f; 
c = fx- ify; e{ = efx- iefy; and e, cp, e'' cp'' 
and e", cp" are the polar angles of the vectors 
k, k' , and k" . 

We now write the kinetic equations for the spin
wave and phonon distribution functions, taking these 
interaction processes into account. Setting 

nk=ng+(Cfk!T)I(e'kfT -1)(e-•ktr -1), 

Nf = NJ + (<Pt IT) I (eEl tr- 1) (e-El tr- 1 ), 
(5) 

where n~ and N~ are equilibrium Planck func
tions, it is a simple matter to obtain the following 
linearized equations for determining the unknown 
functions CfJk and <I>f: 

~ W1, -!'. -r o (Et- Er- Er) </r'r _ 1) (/f''r _ 1) (e E111 _ 1) d-tr 

<Pj + 'Pk- 'Pk' 
+ ~ Wf, +k, -k' o (£/ + Ek- Ek•) (e 'k /T -1) (e -<kiT -1) (e -Ef /T -1) d'tk 

'Pk + 'Pk'- <Pf 
-+ ~ Wf, -k', -k o (Et- Ek- Ek•) (e 'kiT -1) (e 'k•IT -1) (e EtJT -1) d'tk 

(aT I az) v!f) E1 iT 

where v(f) and v(k) are the projections of the z z tors f and k). 

(6) 

(6') 

group velocities of the phonons and of the spin 
waves onto the z axis, along which the tempera
ture gradient is directed; E and E are the ener
gies of the phonons and spin waves in their respec
tive states; 

In the first terms of (6) and (6') the following 
conservation laws of thewavevectors are satisfied: 

d"'.t = (2r.t3 { 2df do1, d"'k = (2r.t3 k2 dk dok, 

( dof, dok are elements of solid angle of the vee-

f - f' - f" = 0, + 2TCb, 

k -k' -k" = 0, +21tb, 

in the second terms, 
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and in the third terms 

f-k-k'=O, +2'ltb, 

where b is a vector of the reciprocal lattice. 
We will consider further the case of low tem

peratures, when a= ®2/®cT » 1. Retaining the 
most essential terms in the equations, we can 
write (6) and (6') symbolically in the form 

L 2 {<P, r.p} + e-&I2TLf {<ll} + e-ec/4Ta'I,L~ {W, r.p} 

iJT a ec 
az Te a cos ~/" 

(e11 -1) (e 11 -1) 

rx'l, M 1 {r.p} + e-&ci4T M~ { r.p} + e-&12T rx'l, M~ {W, r.p} 

iJT a !'\ 'I 
azT~x 'cos&~< 

(ex- 1) (e x -1) 
(7) 
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where 17 = Ef/T, K = Ek/T; Ld <I>, <P} is an op
erator, corresponding to the second term of (6) 
when the conservation law of the wave vector is 
strictly satisfied, describing the scattering of 
spin waves by phonons; M1 { <P} is an operator, 
corresponding to the first term of (6'), describing 
the interaction of spin waves with each other also 
when the wave-vector conservation law is strictly 
fulfilled; and the operators with the index u cor
respond to terms taking account of transfer proc
esses. These operators do not contain the tem
perature explicitly. 

Multiplying (6) by fz and (6') by kz and adding 
both equations we obtain, after integrating over the 
phonon states f and the spin-wave states k: 

2 ~ <Pr+<Pf'-<Pt 
_ _2_ Wt, -f', -!" o (Et -- Et'- E.t") E 1r E IT r 1r d-r1, d-r1 aT · · · (e f" - 1) (e f' -1) (e '! -1) 

21t ~ ' 'Pk" + 'Pk'- 'Pk + T Wk, -h' -h" 0 (sh- Ek'- s,:) <h"IT <~t'if ek/T d-rh'd"k 
a ' (e -1) (e -1) (e · - 1) 

, 27t • , <Pf+ 'Pn- 'Pn' 
T T \ Wf, +h. -h' a (Et + sh- sh') <~t'IT .... <~t'T lot 1r_ 1) d-rtd"k (8) 

a .l (e -1) (e -1) (e 

+ !; ~ Wt. -h, -h' 0 (E,- Ek- C/t') 

'Ph+ 'Pk'- <Pf 

where 

Equation (8) is satisfied if we set 

'f'k = 'Ykz, Wt = 'Yfz, 

where the quantity lJ1 does not depend on f and 
k and has the following form: 

'I"~ a'E>' _!__ _.!!_ e&ci4T for H """~ 8 8 2 I 8 ::P T 
-.; w2 a az . ..--;:::/ C' I C J 

(9) 

The functions (9) transform L2 and M1 to zero. 
Hence, following Ref. 3, we readily conclude that 
these functions are the principal parts of the solu
tions of the kinetic equations. 

Using these functions we calculate the heat cur
rents llf and Ilk carried by the phonons and by 
the spin waves: 

~ <!l (E1 I T)d-r1 
IT!= Vz <lif E IT -E If ' 

(e f -1) (e f - 1) 

fi - ~ v/h)"' (eh I T)d-rk 
h - Z , h •~tiT -<kl T 

(e -1) (e -1) 

Corresponding to these equations, the coefficients 
of thermal conductivity of the phonon and spin-wave 
gases are, for ® » ®c, ®2/®c » T: 

e~ ( T )'J, e r 4T 
X"~~ 1iaw2 He e c . 

In this case Kk » Kf. 
If ®c » ®, ®2/®c » T, then 

" ~ "-:)'1, o.'l, (I_) e&/2T 
~I< ~ 11.3 ,-: Uc E) • 

In this case also Kk » Kf, that is, the thermal 
conductivity, as in the preceding case, is deter
mined principally by the spin waves. In contrast 
to the previous case, however, it is the Debye 
temperature and not the Curie temperature which 
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enters into the exponent. 
3. We now study sound absorption in a ferro

magnetic dielectric. To this end it is necessary, 
as in the case of ordinary dielectrics,4 to find the 
deviations of the phonon and spin-wave distribution 
functions from their equilibrium values and to de
termine the entropy increase of the crystal due to 
these deviations. 

Assuming that the sound wavelength is suffi
ciently large, we can consider that in a system of 
phonons and spin waves it is possible for an equi
librium to be established which corresponds to the 
instantaneous value of the sound field. 4 The influ
ence of the sound field on the phonons and spin 
waves amounts to a change in their energies. These 
quantities can be represented in the presence of 
sound in the form 

Ef = Ej (1 + Aliuli), zk = s~ + l.;jUzj, 

where E~ = ®af, E~ = ®ca2k2 are the equilibrium 
values of the phonon and spin-wave energies in the 
absence of sound, and uij is the deformation ten
sor due to the sound. 

In contrast to the phonon energies, which be
come zero for f = 0 both in deformed and non-de
formed crystals, the spin-wave energies acquire 
an addition which, generally speaking, does not 
reduce to zero for k = 0. 

The changes of the phonon and spin-wave dis
tribution functions due to the sound field are 

T (eEflT :_ 1) (e l:j/T- 1) ' 

· s 1 ~k- "h fIT 

nk = T (/h;r- 1) (e ai,}T --1) 

In contrast to the problem of thermal conduc
tivity, it is possible in this case to ignore transfer 
processes.4 

The linearized kinetic equations for the phonon 
and spin -wave distribution functions in an external 
sound field for a » 1 have the form 

<X';, M1 {:p} ~ fM1-2<XAziulin~ (nZ + 1 ), 
(10) 

where L2 and M1 are the operators appearing in 
Eq. (7). The largest terms have been retained in 
the left side of (10). 

The solutions of these equations have the form 

where F1 and F2 are certain functions of x, TJ, 
and of the angles determining the directions of k 
and f. 

The dissipation function of the system of pho
nons and spin waves is 

rs = rs, + rs~,. 
where Sf and Sk are the phonon and spin-wave 
entropies: 

S1 = 2}{(N1 + l)!n(N1 -+-1)-N1 !nN1}, 
f 

sl, = ~{(nh+ l)ln(nk+ 1)-nhlnnh}. 
h 

Substituting nk and Nf in the form of (5) here, 
we obtain 

TS = (2~a) 3 {( ~ Y~ rD!AliuliN'}(Nj + 1h3 d.,idor 

i T )';, \ (,) c • n o ' ) +\He j :P~< --w- <X).1iuli nk (nk + I) x /, dx don J . 

Making further use of (11), we readily conclude 
that when T « ®2/®c the dissipation function 
does not depend on the temperature and has the 
form 

(12) 

where C is a certain constant and X"ij is the 
value of A.ij averaged with respect to the angles. 

It is thus clear that for T « ®2/®c the ab
sorption of sound is determined principally by 
the spin waves and is independent of the tempera
ture. 

The authors are grateful to M. I. Kaganov for 
valuable discussions. 
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